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Joining a Post Graduate Program like MBA is something special for a student as s/he 
learns something very unique “Self Learning/Awareness” and also Management is 

Managing the Environment.  Our MBA students enjoyed such an opportunity when they 
were given a project to publish a Magazine on their own even to the extent arranging 
finance for it.  

 
On January 03, 2019 the Principal in the august presence of the Heads, Faculty 
Members and students of MBA and M Com released the Students’ Magazine 

"SAMPOORNA"; an initiative of MBA and M Com students showcasing their hidden 
talents. The Magazine has write ups and articles on contemporary topics and also about 
in house events and programs.  

Prof K C Mishra, Principal  congratulated the editorial team for bringing out the first 
issue and also invited the First Semester students to bring out the subsequent issue of 
the Magazine.  

Mr. Aryaman Priya of MBA Third Semester, the Chief Editor and Designer shared his 
views about how the entire team planned, developed the contents and came out with 
the Magazine. He also motivated his juniors to come out with similar issues. The efforts 

of the entire team of editors were highly appreciated by all. The journey of the Editorial 
Team was challenging over the period; the members were: 
 

1. Aryaman Priya         III Semester MBA 
2. Harshitha L              III Semester MBA 
3. Ranjitha A                III Semester M Com 

4. Prakruthi G               III Semester M Com 
5. Thansen K                III Semester MBA 
6. Seemanth Gowda     III Semester MBA 

7. Jithin R                      III Semester MBA 
8. Sachin B G                III Semester MBA 
 

All the Faculty Members were appreciative of the above Students who materialized 
such a mission into a reality. The Principal left no stones unturned to see that the next 
such projected assignment is handed over to the next Team of Editors from First 

Semester Students rightly at the right time.  
 







 
 
 
 

 

 


